Textiles in Lockdown
The experiences of creative makers during 2020 Covid lockdown
in the UK written and researched by Ruth Singer

Introduction
Covid-19 has had a significant and unprecedented impact on life since March
2020. During lockdown textile making became incredibly important to many of
us at a time of anxiety and isolation.

Many people have turned to craft as a means of distraction, supporting
wellbeing, learning and sharing skills, connecting with others and making items
for themselves, family and friends. In addition we saw people coming together
with a huge surge of support for creating PPE for the NHS and care services. As a
museum of textiles, Gawthorpe Textiles Collection felt that it was important to
capture the impact of the pandemic on the textile making community.

As it is such an unprecedented period in our recent history, our aim has been to
record the spirit of the time, understand the impact on textile craft and explore
what legacy there may be within the creative textile sector. As part of a grant
received from the Arts Council England Covid-19 Emergency Response Fund,
Ruth Singer has gathered stories to create a digital archive of textile making
activity from which this publication and the accompanying podcast have been
generated.
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I have felt the need to create things
that mark this particular moment in
time - so that people in the future
might look back at them as mementos
of that time. LH
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Introduction
During August 2020 Ruth created surveys to delve into the stories of textile
making practice over the months of lockdown. 180 hobby makers and over 120
textile professionals responded to our survey to share their stories. These
makers are just a sample of the millions of knitters, dressmakers, embroiderers,
weavers, stitchers and more in the UK, both professional and amateur, who make
up the vibrant textile community. As this is a global pandemic we also welcomed
responses from across the world, all contributing to this incredible archive.

The data collected has been revealing of the highly personal journeys, both
positive and negative that individual respondents have been on over the past
few months. Some individuals have struggled with focus and creativity while
others have found new purpose and a deep concentration and solace in their
making.
We are incredibly grateful to everyone that has shared their story.
The data collected is being held by Gawthorpe Textiles Collection for future
researchers. This ebook gives a flavour of some of the responses, grouped into
themes.
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I came to this project as both a participant and a researcher. I am a professional
textile artist myself and have shared many of the same struggles and challenges
as others who contributed to this research. I normally work a lot with other
people in community projects, artist support networks and with textile groups
through teaching, writing, freelance consultancy and sharing my own work in
exhibitions and events. I too have experienced a huge change in my day-to-day
practice with all my work centred around my computer.

I wanted to work on this commissioned project for Gawthorpe Textiles Collection
because textiles is a fundamental part of my life, and I know how important
textile making is to so many others. The community around textiles is truly
unique. Our shared community is built upon our passion for cloth, thread and
fibre and meeting in gatherings, collective making and events where we share,
talk, touch and experience textiles in all their forms. No other craft form is
shared by so many in so many different ways. Lockdown, isolation and the closure
of the spaces we normally gather in has been painful and challenging to many of
us, particularly for those who normally make textiles in groups and social
settings. We have missed that welcoming space of sharing, making and
connecting through textiles. I have missed the exploration of what other people
are making and visiting museums and exhibitions to gather inspiration and
connection with the outside world.

Ruth Singer

I’ve been very conscious throughout lockdown that I have not felt inspired to do
a lot of stitching or able to focus easily on textile making. I happened to be in a
pause period of my textile practice and hadn’t got ongoing making projects to
occupy me. I found it impossible to generate new ideas, like so many others, and
have focussed my time on other projects and welcomed this commission to talk
to others and explore what they have been doing, or not, with textiles during
lockdown. I worked in the museum sector myself for several years and know just
how important it is to collect contemporary experiences for future generations
and also I know just how valuable these stories will be in understanding our own
experiences of this year and the times to come. It has been a joy to delve
deeper into this topic, to see images and stories of collective making, of people
finding ways to connect through textiles despite everything.

Ruth Singer September 2020
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Who has contributed?

The majority of people who make with textiles for their own pleasure found that
they were able to continue making throughout lockdown. Some found that they
had more time to be creative and make while being furloughed. Others gained
extra time by avoiding the regular commute and being unable to socialise with
others. Many found textile making helped with anxiety and proved a positive
activity and distraction from the news. Plenty of makers took the opportunity to
learn new skills, experiment with techniques or materials and make use of what
they already had in the house, rather than buying new. Recurring themes
appeared from the survey responses and so I have selected just a few comments,
stories and images which best represent these.

The picture for those working in textiles professionally is somewhat different to
those who make as a hobby. The pressures of running and maintaining a business
led many to focus on other things such as income generation, rather than more
creative explorations and making new work. Most professionals had to shift all or
much of their business, such as in-person teaching, to online. Although this has
been effective and worthwhile, it has taken up much time and the need in some
cases, to learn and embrace digital skills.

Linda Harvey

Business growth

Half of those filling in the survey saw their business contract drastically or
substantially reduced. Most affected were those whose income relied on
teaching and who were unable to transition to online because of the nature of
their work (for example those delivering community events or needing specific
equipment / facilities). Others who normally sell their work at public events and
fairs also struggled.
Those that saw growth were mainly pivoting their business towards new product
development, delivering online teaching, producing patterns and kits, or by
focusing heavily on online selling. The impetus to put energy into creating,
developing and marketing online shops has been really significant. Textile
professionals have shown just how resilient and creative they are in finding ways
to generate income in difficult times.

Grown a lot
8.8%
Grown a little
10%

Shrunk a lot
33.8%

Stayed the same
30%

Shrunk a little
17.5%

Business growth / shrinkage

Contributors

The survey asked what the main motivation for hobby makers
was during this time. We also collected data on age, location
and type of work for professionals.

75% wellbeing / relaxation / creative expression
30% had more time

30% made PPE or scrubs

20% made functional things

7% made items for charity or donation

7% made for additional income
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81+
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21-40
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61-70
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41-60
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Age of hobby makers

Age of professional makers

Lori L.Moon

Creativity
Lots of people told me how they had struggled to be creative during lockdown
while others seemed to have a productivity boom. I asked a question in both
surveys about whether they had been more or less creative during this time. The
responses vary as much as the makers themselves.

At the start of lockdown there were stories flying around of people writing
novels and creating amazing new artworks in their newly-freed-up time. This
added to the pressure people have felt to make good use of this seemingly
‘extra’ time. It has been quite a different story for professionals trying to find
ways to keep their businesses afloat, as well as keep themselves and their
families safe.

I lost all motivation and inspiration and I can’t explain why. DT

I’m struggling to sit down and focus on my art. TWA

The pandemic has heightened both my need/desire to do my textile practice, as
well as my tendency to delay the gratification of actually doing it. DO

No structure to the week meant at times an inability to focus on projects. The
need for PPE and face coverings gave the structure I craved. A few unfinished
items have been completed but new projects seem difficult to start. SL
This period of intense creative energy has led me to consider where the
distinction between art and craft lies, and if there is indeed a distinction, whether
some of my creative practice belongs on the art side. For someone who was told
as a child they'd always be rubbish at art because it just wasn't in the family, these
were quite significant thoughts. CD

Initially I did not want to continue with ongoing projects - a weird feeling that they
would be "tainted" with the memory of this time, and that I just wanted to make a
"lockdown quilt" which would hold all the memories. V

In times of crisis we find ourselves in fight or flight mode, just working out how to
survive and not able to get into the creative flow. It is entirely normal to struggle
to come up with ideas or focus on our creative projects, however good for our
wellbeing they are.

The first few weeks of lockdown were very hard for most of us and it has taken a
while for textile professionals to settle into a new way of working and rediscover
their creative expression. Anxiety and lack of focus coupled with trying to make a
living has left many people struggling with purpose. Not knowing how to continue
to make a living in a “new normal” future which is yet to become clear, is
extremely worrying for many. It is inspiring, though, just how many professionals
have found new ways of working during this time or have been able to pause and
reflect to find new directions and meaning in their work. This also comes across
with many hobby makers too, who found themselves in the right place to think
more deeply about what they make and why.

Some respondents struggled with not being able to access their usual sources of
inspiration or felt so stressed that the creative brain could not drift off into its
usual explorations. Many commented on the lack of focus they felt. The pressure
to make good use of the time was significant to many, and this often led to
feelings of guilt for not being able to do much.

Archana Pathak

Susan Lukachko

Group projects with a brief or the use of kits really helped kick-start creativity
for some and those with a lockdown theme focus (explicit or subtle) worked for a
lot of people to express their feelings. Some people found that they wanted to
create work in response to the crisis or to explore making with greater depth
and meaning.

Around half of the respondents to the hobby survey said they were more
creative during lockdown, often through having more time. Others really
struggled or found they had the same level of creativity as before. We know that
there will be many more people out there who will have had less time for their
hobbies or with other stories to tell, but we have only been able to gather a snap
shot through the surveys that were completed.

For all those who have struggled with creative focus however, there were as
many who found new sources of inspiration, were able to use the time creatively
and explore new subjects, materials and processes.

Often I have felt frozen and unable to settle into any creative work. Always a
butterfly, my mind has found it increasingly difficult to focus on any task in hand.
I had a wildly creative period once my brain had adjusted to a different quieter
way of living but lately it has become more difficult again, not helped by the hot
weather and my stepmother's decline in health! HF

I've wanted to do more but not managed. I'm too fidgety and unsettled and very
lacking in inspiration. This isn't all related to lockdown, I was already depressed
due to peri-menopause hormone changes and utter rage and frustration at UK
politics. I've added to the pressure on myself, feeling I should use my time wisely
and do lots of lovely creative things but just haven't managed. VL

Jo Hall

Louise Woodward

I've always sewn and recently embroidered but during the 1st lockdown was quite
motivated and made a few pieces as well as painting and drawing as usual.
However I also managed to make scrubs and masks for the local community,
friends and family. As the lockdown has gone on I've found it increasingly hard to
motivate myself and am struggling to get going on a new piece at present. GD

Normally I stitch every day. But despite beginning lockdown positively, within a
month my creative juices dried up, and I went for weeks, months eventually,
without wanting to pick up a needle at all. I was busy gardening; I was well and
problem free. Just no stitching. SS

Much soul searching, weeks of feeling stuck and not able to do the usual creative
release. BH

To focus on my practice was really hard during the early weeks. To spend the time
thinking of my work was almost impossible to get my head around initially. I was
distracted creatively. I felt my routine had been too disrupted to maintain that
sense of normality and to keep going with it in my head and with my hands. There
were times when I wasn't producing anything and I felt lost because making with
textiles is something I turn to for solace and peace. I have been happy in the past
few weeks to regain that sanctuary by finishing off a few projects that have laid
untouched for months. LH

I’ve found it impossible to invent/have new ideas because the future is so
uncertain, it seems an odd thing to do. But, I always have ideas steeping away,
waiting to be made, so I’ve focused on these. KL

Without exhibition deadlines I have struggled with the motivation to create
textile work and seriously lacking in creativity. The lack of interaction with other
creative people and no visiting exhibitions or museums has made it difficult to
kick-start my creativity in the ways I would normally. I would normally also do a lot
of thinking and processing while travelling or walking and without this, I find it
hard to process my creative thoughts. RS

I have come to a complete standstill with my work! As I didn't have a website or
online platform to sell and relied/prefer on meeting face to face to make contact
to sell. I have found it difficult to begin addressing working on my website and
taking quality pictures in order to move forward. L

Pandora Vaughan

Julie Asquith Coghlan

Richard McVetis for Mulberry

This has fluctuated greatly, creativity has been fragile. I'm inspired by looking, the
built environment, and being with people. Not being able to interact with the world
around me was extremely hard. I took daily walks to give me the stimulation I
craved, taking different routes each day to add variation. RM

I found that my work felt pointless and trivial in the face of what was happening in
the world. I was unable to make creative decisions. I felt paralysed and hopeless. I
took up patchwork again because I wanted to find my way back to my own creativity
- the many small decisions during the process, about design, placement and colour,
helped me to regain confidence in a non-pressured way. SE

I finally finished several abandoned projects and found starting points for much of
my fabric mountain. I am confident I have enough to sustain me for the rest of this
creative lifetime, but I am also realistic that I will continue to acquire more. NC

Because of child-minding and working from home my creative work really
suffered. EMD

I think the flow of creativity is often challenged but in this time it has sometimes
been difficult to keep going. SC

Struggled to find time to think creatively as swamped with working from home
online and minding my children, no mental space to experiment or think. EMD

Struggled. Trying to keep my studio community going and supported left me
nothing for myself. Also lots of energy going into videos. CC

I live at home with 3 family members who are vulnerable and have had to consider
their well being above all else. I don't feel I have/or desire to have the head space
to workout/adapt quickly to the new circumstances that this year has given. LD

Previously I have been making textile art in response to a brief. It is now really
scary as I have to come up with projects myself and self-regulate how much time I
spend on textile making. I feel as though I have had artistic paralysis and I'm
taking a break until my sons return to school. SH

Jemma Dell

Personally as someone whose work revolves around textiles and making, I find it
hard to also use those activities as a way of relaxing or unwinding and I've felt that
even more acutely over lockdown. I ended up turning to other creative activities
that don't involve textiles such as drawing and exploring some printmaking ideas
I've had brewing for a while. These non-textile creative activities have provided
more of a respite, but whenever I've picked up anything textile based I've felt a
horrible guilt and pressure that I should be turning it into something to earn me
money. I have to say as well, the proliferation of social media posts about nonspecialists turning to creative activities and specialists rushing to produce online
resources have only added to this pressure and sense of guilt, that because I'm a
creative I ought to be thriving and churning out loads of new work. WW

Seeing so many people thrive through lockdown has been motivating but not
enough yet for me to say out loud ‘buy my things’. Years ago I was selling
hundreds of things because I didn't really have an attachment to the product I
made but now every part is me I feel less confident. I feel I missed out on a good
opportunity with lockdown. SM

Kirsty Freeman

Tracey Wickline Appleton

My making has been more intense and structured. I had started my first making
journal in January and found that the extra uninterrupted lockdown time meant
that I both made and recorded my thoughts about the making more
conscientiously and in more depth than I had originally intended. I have been very
structured in how I’ve worked which has given me a routine that might otherwise
have been absent because of lockdown. But I’ve also felt much more relaxed and
thoroughly committed to my efforts. JM

My experience was made worse in the period of lockdown as I had been diagnosed
with a frozen shoulder in February which made it very difficult and painful for me
to hand sew for any length of time. I suddenly had all the time in the world but was
unable to do the thing I love doing best. All of my work is hand sewn so I tried
going back to machine embroidery but even this was uncomfortable. Sewing is so
intrinsic to who I am though that I had to do it even for a short intervals so I
started a coronavirus fabric diary where I just added a single small piece on to a
strip of fabric each day. Each day I turned the strip over as though turning over a
new leaf. It enabled me to have a connection with cloth at a difficult period. I am
serious about making an income from what I do by selling online and teaching and
it was good to have this period of self indulgence however not to just to do the
tiny amount of stitching I could physically manage but also to read my textile
books. MP

Nathalie Frost

Rachel McGrath

As a Head of Textiles at a large secondary school I have found it very challenging
during lockdown. Having Zoom calls with pupils to keep them motivated, setting
remote lessons, home schooling my two daughters and continuing with my own
work. It's been hard seeing our most deprived children struggle through this and I
fear what September will bring. LH

It is interesting what motivates you and when Lockdown happened I said to myself
that I would have more time to make and build up some stock for events later this
year. That was the plan. But the events I had booked were soon cancelled or
postponed and all my motivation for making disappeared along with the events.
Also, more recently, one of my best outlets has closed their doors and are
preparing to go online. They will still represent me but my guess is less sales and
more like working to order? We have to change our business models for the
foreseeable future I think? I have to adapt in order for my small creative business
to survive. RM

Christine Chester

At first I think the pandemic crippled me in my vision of my small business. But
when it was the whole world suffering I realised, we had much more chance of
surviving and so we are now always taking the optimistic approach. To use the
uncertainty as an opportunity to change what we didn't like about our old ways of
working. KM

I reduced my voluntary work to 4 hours per week and taught my children how to
make masks etc. I also left them to learn independently with basic resources from
the school. As soon as I made these changes and got over the fact that marketing
my work left me feeling sick, I realised that making my business successful was the
best thing I could do as an individual. (Making ethical spending choices and
donating profits to a mental health charity). These choices were all mine, but I
found the networks I was moving in very supportive. AP

I found myself too tired to make . Normally being creative is my sanctuary but as I
started working in a supermarket to earn more money I was too physically
exhausted to make as much as usual. SB

I have enjoyed lockdown, and enjoyed seeing the value placed on creativity more
widely. I just hope it lasts. JM

I began by relishing the extra time to work on my own practice and to finally finish setting
up a new website with selling platform. However, as the weeks went by constant news
reports, outside forces and money pressures slowed down my creativity to almost zero.
The more I saw and heard of other people 'responding creatively' to the pandemic and
incorporating it into their work, the less inclined I became to do the same. Bizarrely, I feel
there is a pressure on me as someone who uses textiles in their practice to make a
response - perhaps because of the domestic association which fabric and stitch have and
because this has been a crisis which has kept us in the home. And yet the idea of this is
paralysing. So, the change for me has resulted in an unwelcome pause. KM

I have had the (forced) time in isolation to explore new ways of working. I’ve become
intensely experimental, thirsty for knowledge and motivated for my practice. BD

Radical Embroiderer

Lockdown has allowed me to focus and devote time to processes that require
many hours of precise work. It's also given me a physical task to complete, that has
a beginning, middle and end, helping give structure to my day. I've stitched since
childhood, and there is some refuge for me in stitch, a touchstone, a companion
of sorts. KL

I’m still in the middle of it. One of the workshops I taught was “In Praise of Tiny
Gestures” and focused on developing small works from scraps and off-bits to
quickly gain new insights, energy, and creative strategies. I have been profoundly
affected by some of the insights I gained both from teaching that workshop and
some of the work that came out of it. Almost a return to my roots. PW

Initially huge problem with motivation as I felt lost. But started making scrub bags,
and this simple task and the community contact that followed helped
tremendously. GR

Sian Lester

Debra Thompson

Catherine Harper

Vicki Aimers

This time has let me explore ideas that I might not have explored before - themes
of home, security, family and history have all played a big part in my new creative
work. I find myself going into my textile collection and studying it more - finding
details I may have missed before. I think after Covid - if there is such a thing - I
will not return to my old ways of working - I will be forever changed and look
forward to spending more time doing my own work. KZ

My textile work during this period has been a blessing. Being in self isolation my
"Corona Project" took up many hours each day and the buzz I got from it I can only
liken to the experience of being a student again. I took the decision to use the
time to create new work using techniques I'd not employed before, and to create
work I would normally never have had time for. JD

I have found myself more creative than ever. I thought I’d have time to complete
all of the projects that I have had in my head, which to a certain extent I have
done, but I now have more ideas than ever. JD

Eliza Day-Green

Nicola Billington

Perhaps my MA studies have become more focused on where I live (using dyestuff
from the farm I live on, using repurposed textiles old clothing and household linens I already have). LS

Before lockdown my favourite inspiration came from cafe-life and people. When
we were only able to go out for only an hour’s exercise per day, I turned to
supermarket queues, YouTube exercise classes (frozen on screen so that I could
sketch them), notes that came through our door about lost pets and my washing
line as my inspiration. CB

Katherine Harris

New Skills & More Time

Plenty of makers took the opportunity to learn new skills, experiment with
techniques or materials and make use of what they already had in the house,
rather than buying new. A lot of hobby makers had more time for their textile
work because of being furloughed, unable to see family or friends or not
spending hours commuting to work. Some struggled with spending time doing
so much for themselves when they would not normally allow themselves this
indulgence. Others relished this and made the most of the time to explore new
ways of working and enjoyed the uninterrupted time.

Professional textile makers have had to be creative to generate new forms of
income as teaching as well as other income declined dramatically. Many have
overcome some of this by creating online teaching but this is not possible or
appropriate for everyone. The desire to teach or connect online is partly to do
with craving connection and interaction and partly as a way of generating an
income through online courses. Maintaining contact with others has become a
gentle form of long-term marketing for when face to face services like
workshops, are available again.

Others have created new products, increased their range, and used the time to
sell things that have been in storage. A handful of people have created an
entirely new business or changed their work drastically in response to the
situation. Several people were seriously concerned if their business could
survive this period and found it very hard to motivate themselves to continue.

At the start of lockdown many small businesses stopped selling for a period as
there was so much concern about the conditions of postal workers and
overloading the system. Many people struggled with the dilemma of their
products not being essential. They felt they shouldn’t be using up capacity in the
postal system and put others at risk by increasing delivery demand, or put
themselves at risk by going to the post office. However, for many people, selling
their work gave a financial and emotional lifeline which allowed their businesses
to continue and their mental health to adjust to the new situation.

Two thirds of those who filled in the professionals survey created new products
or services to generate an income during lockdown. Many have turned to online
work to connect with existing or new audiences.

Some makers have been unable to access their studio spaces and this has made
them change their way of working. Some weren’t able to do their main work such
as printing or weaving without their workshops and had to find new ways of
creating and making an income. Others excelled in making new work, trying new
materials, using what they had and found that the reduction in out-of-the-studio
work (like teaching) gave them more creative time.

For lots of makers, this has been a time to refocus, to think and to work through
ideas slowly. Both professionals and hobby makers have learned how to explore
textiles through digital media as online courses and exhibitions have been our
only window into the textile world.

New types of work developed by textile professionals
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I deliver weekly art workshops with Venture Arts over Zoom. Some of my work has
changed from being textile workshops to more accessible mediums such as drawing
due to the lack of one to one support with my participants, who require extra help on
their end. I post out materials. We share inspiration online and talk through what will
happen during the calls. I share tutorial videos to demonstrate techniques via
YouTube on screen, as sometimes it's hard to see when I show myself doing them on
camera. Workshops become more about setting work, giving advice and checking in
with participants progress each week and the participants sometimes make in their
own time between sessions. LH

Sarah Campbell

Much more creative with time to focus on details. MC

Much more creative than usual, because I have the space to think and time has
been slowed down, the pressure is off! A

I’ve been learning new skills and have felt more creative. I did also buy and sew a
couple of embroidery kits at the start of lockdown. I never use kits, but I wanted
not to have to think apart from colour. EB

The absence of exhibitions to attend means I've been spinning and weaving to add
textile to mixed media works. In my dressmaking I have found myself being
creatively practical. E.g. hacking tried and tested armholes onto new-to-me
sewing patterns, learning to make bras & also grading up patterns to fit me. And
in my knitting I have been self-designing cardigans based on swatches, doing the
mathematics and working them up from scratch based on shapes I know work for
me. MR

I couldn’t take ‘inspiration’ through to ‘finished object’. I struggled with reading
new fiction too. I did quite a bit of skill practice - bound button holes, playing with
feet I rarely use. No actual garments. Just…masks. SD

I’ve tried new things e.g. painting in a sketch book and on calico and mono
printing. I found early on in Lockdown I wanted to have the finished project
completed quickly. This last week I’ve gone back to knitting a much slower
process. AS

More creative: having time to myself that would have been spent commuting
before has opened up my ability to spend time on things and appreciating my
surroundings and nature has sparked creativity too. MV

Personally, it has given me the opportunity to play and explore new ideas, but
also, teaching and sharing on Zoom has been an amazing thing. Who would have
thought teaching textiles could be so successful online (in real time). NK

I’ve really enjoyed pushing myself in sewing. I’m very much an amateur but I’m
feeling more confident now, especially with more complex fabrics like jersey. CF

Creating and making in lockdown required a change of approach for me. I needed
several projects to keep me engaged - tapestry weaving, felting and crochet. I
needed easy and relaxing projects (crochet) as well as technical challenges
(tapestry weaving). This helped with problem-solving and ‘flow’. RR

Sue Dove

Tamara Russell

Joanne B Kaar

Theatre Absolute/ Julia O'Connell

Times when I have been off work but unable to go anywhere I have tried to learn new
things, like crochet and knitting, I stitch every day and have found that I have tackled
projects which have been on the back burner, just because I have more time. I have
definitely allowed myself to give projects much more thinking time and the results show
this. I have learned that the best outcomes are when you can try things out, think about
them, change them, think again, go back etc. Time to do this has been a luxury. I wonder
what I could have produced if I had been in total lockdown. ST

I think I have become more creative because I have had time to devote to it, although it
still sometimes feels 'wrong' to be stitching during a weekday when I *should* be
working or doing something *useful* - that's the mental state I need to work through. SB

Allowing myself to use this time for me was very special. It turned the restrictions of
lockdown into a pleasure and made staying at home an enjoyment rather than
imprisonment. If it hadn’t been for not being able to see our family and grandchildren, I
would have loved this time. Not looking after grandchildren regularly in our home,
meant I could leave stitching projects out rather than having to clear them away. LV

Karen Logan

Louisa Hammond

It's been more intense but less structured (physically). I've been drawn to cutting
with scissors rather than a mat and blade as it allows more freedom. Matching
seams and measuring feels like too much at the moment. I have been working
towards a career in textiles for a number of years and suddenly it has become my
only income after losing my normal contract work. I have found this time to be very
productive although engaging online about it has been hard, but necessary. TG

In lockdown I had a long time confined to the house so unusually I allowed myself
time to create using my machine. Normally I’m so busy I don’t ‘ allow ‘ myself as
much time for creativity. I have loved having the time! I’ve completed special
large birthday quilts for my grandchildren, made numerous dresses for my
granddaughters and a top for myself. My real creative lockdown project based on
walking around and around my garden has yet to be given the time and it will be
given some attention. P

I made masks for friends, and also seemed to have more time for my own making,
particularly making clothes. I've been dressmaking for years but it suddenly felt
like I had 'permission' to spend evenings and weekends this way, as if time had
been freed up. CD

I found that setting aside time each day to stitch gave me much needed structure
when on furlough from work. JC

I made masks for friends, and also seemed to have more time for my own making,
particularly making clothes. I've been dressmaking for years but it suddenly felt
like I had 'permission' to spend evenings and weekends this way, as if time had
been freed up. CD

Cancelled all workshops, and returned to selling more handmade items and kits
Having to work from home rather than the studio limited me in some ways but
made me look at what we had more of - at the time connections in social media
were more important than ever. TC

I have had the luxury of time to reflect on my business which has been good in
many ways. Having only worked with trade previously and with the consequences
of the pandemic on galleries closing and events being cancelled or postponed it
has made me look to creating an online shop. Something I have been considering
for a while and is definitely a work in progress. RM

It really pushed me take the step to do something (design kits) which I’ve wanted
to do for a long time. I’d never made it a priority before, but lockdown gave me the
push I needed. KF

Jill Denton

Julia Complin

The success of my online course will hopefully allow a little breathing space to
develop new work, I feel extremely fortunate to have had a good lockdown. EJG

Lockdown gave me time to think and develop a new direction for my work. It's
strange to think that such a traumatic period in our lives has produced
something so positive for me. JC

I've accessed far more of the huge number of resources that have been put
online. It's exposed me to many more creative practises than I would otherwise
have experienced. KW

During lockdown I was furloughed with my full wages still - an incredibly
fortunate position. I never had enough energy whilst working to embrace my
creativity like I wanted to (I studied the arts) and lockdown gave me time to
make. It helped me to structure my time and have something to look forward to.
Mainly I’ve been making stuff for the home and for our handmade wardrobe. I
wanted to do more for the NHS but my appeals to local sewing groups weren’t a
success. KH

Tracy A Franklin

Suzanne Green

I have been more creative since lockdown I’ve had space and time to develop new
ideas. I have done online courses to extend my skill base, worked on a self imposed
project involving felting and vintage lace. I have also developed two tutorials
which I have sold. SS

I really made an effort to be more diverse in my practices. I offered more designs,
different sizes etc. I tried to give more choice to capture a wider audience. JH

I've focused more on my digital products and temporarily closed my online shop to
avoid trips to the post office. JW

I thought the lockdown was a good time to learn new skills and tackle areas of my
business that I normally avoid. MH

I have been concentrating of developing a collection to show next year.
Sometimes it seems a bit pointless but I remind myself that all things shift and
there will be better times ahead. KW

I have spent a lot of time on other areas of my business such as learning new
marketing skills, taking part in training sessions, joining Facebook and starting a
business page, setting up profiles on other art selling platforms and learning
about how to do my PR. MH

No, I've enjoyed less pressure, built up a small stock at my own pace and taken a
slightly different path creatively. KS

After all my teaching stopped overnight my focus shifted to my pattern designing
and book writing work. It's also provided me with some "thinking time" about how I
want to work over the coming years. WW

I have been much more creative with my own work - developing a series,
experimenting, trialling ideas and techniques, researching, on-line courses and
challenges, reading. At first it was really difficult to concentrate but gradually I’ve
managed to get quite productive. PS

Since lockdown began we have shifted our business to include virtual workshops which we had never done before. We provide the kits, video link and a Zoom show
and share for all of our students. Since our retail business is non-existent, our
website business has increased by over 70%. KZ

The work hasn't really changed that much, however, I have shifted to making
quicker, more manageable works. It's a comfort to be able to finish something in a
time that seems to have no end. These smaller works have made me feel better,
this has helped to keep my mind balanced and focused. RM

I have changed direction from wedding gown designer/maker to maker of
repurposed cloth. CH

Struggled to create new work in my textile practice, especially knowing that I had
pieces sat in storage at my bricks and mortar stockists that should have been
selling through leaving room for new work for the Christmas period. General
uncertainty leaves me questioning the point of generating new collections if we
end up in lockdown again. But I was already doing online courses in surface
pattern design so I've been creating designs through that and thinking in a long
term way about additional income streams and ways of working. The excitement
of learning a new skill and having the time to dedicate to it has kept my creativity
levels up in that regard. NB

Jacqui Galloway

Deb McGuire

I have put more time into selling my work online, digging out things that I
consider old work and posting that for sale. The Artist Support Pledge on
Instagram has been the key to this. AF

I have created new work and am developing print on demand products. AM

Focus has been developing my online shop and expanding my range of products
for different types of markets. AC

I started offering embroidery kits at the beginning of lockdown to diversify my
business. This has been really successful, bringing in more income per month
during lockdown than a normal month. KF

I am now looking into mentoring to see how I can develop my online and
marketing presence to reach a wider market and replace lost income streams. GR

I have not felt able to do any creative work. I have focussed entirely on things that
make an income such as project applications and selling. RS

I have done more online promotion instead of face to face events. I am planning
new collections to offer through online shops and tried to use the pandemic as a
source of creative inspiration. JC

Jo Hague

Mary Marsland

I used the time to try a few new ideas to make my work unique to me. I no longer buy
fabrics already dyed or printed. I only want to create my own colours and patterns
and lockdown has cemented that I can and will do it from now on. SM

For the first time I organised a Facebook live session and arranged a Lace Along.
This proved very popular and I collaborated with a supplier for the threads and she
sold out within a couple of days of putting the kits on sale. I would collaborate again
as this proved fruitful for both myself and the supplier. LW

Lockdown has allowed me to focus and devote time to processes that require many
hours of precise work. It's also given me a physical task to complete, that has a
beginning, middle and end, helping give structure to my day. I've stitched since
childhood, and there is some refuge for me in stitch, a touchstone, a companion of
sorts. KL

I have had to learn lots of new technical skills in order to move my work online. This
includes making and editing videos, learning to use Zoom to run virtual workshops
and using programmes such as Canva to create resources. HW

I have been devoting more time to my fine art practice in addition to offering live
online workshops for the first time and pdf patterns which had been on
my to-do list for a long time. SP

The artist and tutor part of my job had ups and downs. I couldn't get my head around
creating new work so focused on stitching as an escape. From this grew a project I
have shared on line and people around the world have joined in. I have also
developed workshops I usually teach as online versions and have enjoyed having the
time to do some workshops myself. AB

I weave on a large Glimakra floor loom with the usual restrictions of the warp and
weft running north south and east west, but when I looked at my landscape it did
everything but that. Lockdown gave me the time and chance to explore new weaving
techniques to achieve the patchwork of shapes and colours in the landscape. I set
myself the challenge to use only the yarns in my store and I painted and restored old
picture frames to hang the work. I am going to continue using more recycled
materials and hope to have an exhibition when I have created more work. JC

Esther Booth

Wellbeing
We all know how much textiles and creativity supports our wellbeing. Many of
the respondents referred to working on textile projects to help with anxiety,
depression, isolation and stress. It is something we often turn to for soothing,
slow and focused activity, to keep our hands and minds busy and to give us a
feeling of being productive. During a time of such collective stress, some found
that their usual creative escape didn’t really work as well as they hoped and
others struggled with focus, so the mindfulness aspect wasn’t quite as powerful
as it had been. Others have found textile making to be absolutely essential to
their wellbeing.

Textile making for wellbeing is just as important for the professionals as for the
hobby makers, although their creative time has a different purpose. 82% felt
that textile making had been important to their wellbeing.

The way people chose to make in this time is also significant, I think. Some refer
to choosing colours that reflect joy and hope and many have chosen to record
their experiences positively by focussing on gratitude and appreciating what
they have. This comes across strongly in the collective projects discussed in the
podcast too.

There’s also an interesting strand about completing unfinished work and the
sense of achievement and control this brings. This is especially important when
everything else in our lives feels out of control, or that we are controlled in what
we are able to do outside of our homes.

I have felt that I needed to sew - to dissipate the frustration and loneliness of the
lockdown. Quilting is so repetitive and meditative and the quiet hum of a sewing
machine and the sense of achievement of completing something have been very
reassuring. Also having the time to tackle difficult projects has been useful. The
colour, the maths, the tactile nature of working with fabric have been a great
reassurance and comfort. AL

Alysn Midgelow Marsden

Claire Morris-Wright

I found that during lockdown I was able to create far more freely and definitely
with much more focus. What started out as an activity for my own mindfulness
became a large collection of individual works that form one piece, that I will now
forever build on. I used fragments of textiles from different eras combined with
weaving and stitching. Lockdown gave me time for contemplation. I hope this
project that I found myself engaged in encourages us to think about how
important staying connected is. NF

I am a textiles teacher and found working from home stressful. I did a lot of
research and joined the art textiles Facebook group which led me to create
several hand embroidery pieces. I found the process very therapeutic, I liked the
monotony of creating the same stitches over and over. There was something
soothing about the regularity of the stitches. It was immensely satisfying
watching the pieces unfold before my eyes. I would never usually have that
amount of time to sew. EB

I have been pretty prolific during this period. Also slightly obsessional, so for
periods - absolutely absorbed in certain things, then all of a sudden they drop like
a stone and it's onto something else. Slightly erratic, sometimes overwhelmed
with too many projects on the go. The house was littered with fabric in literally
every room. I think it probably reflected my state of time. Sewing is therapeutic
for me nearly always, but I am not sure it has been all the time during lockdown.
Sometimes I think it has added to my stress. LH

Alison Bailey Smith

Gill Membery

As an essential worker being creative with textiles helped me manage and balance
the otherwise all consuming focus on Covid19. CT

From Mar-Jul I was very depressed and made almost nothing. I became nearsuicidal and realised I needed to do textiles to help myself recover. H

Textiles kept me sane, I am always busy quilting, sewing etc. It was difficult to
focus during the start of lockdown, I missed sewing with friends and workshops,
as time passed it helped. I'm not sure how I would of got through the difficult days
without it. The project I did was particularly good for that reason, a daily piece
that could be added, exciting to see it build and share with so many others around
the world. GM

Claire Steel

Textile making has definitely helped me deal with the daily negative onslaught of
Covid news. I have been able to distract myself from it whilst stitching. Stitching
as therapy has worked for me as well as providing my personal stitching journal
for future generations. Living history. I could have written a lockdown journal but
decided it would have been too negative. I'd have been concentrating on
headlines only, which by definition in such times are negative. By stitching my
journal, choosing fabric scraps, threads, colours, stitches etc. I was able to create
a personal response which future family members would enjoy. I share my
stitching projects on Instagram, which has been incredibly positive. SG

It gave me a focus to a distressing and unfocused time. I was able to lose myself
in the work. I felt less anxiety during that time. Also the preparing/planning of it
helped me to be calmer. C S-A

It has helped me find value in myself when I had no other work or way to affect
the terrible things going on around me. RM

Making has been my sanity – literally. I don't want to think about how I'd be coping
right now if I didn't have my online making community or the ability to spend all
day creating. It's providing purpose and structure to my days. It's the reason I
bother to get out of bed. I live on my own, under quite strict lockdown at the
moment, so making is keeping me going when I can’t see friends or family. TG

Mo Clark

Sheena Booth

Pat Scriven

Textile making has become even more important to me during lockdown, and I've
seen more possibilities for working collaboratively and even at a distance from
others. I've learnt techniques (e.g. improved my French knots to embroider aerosol
droplets! And I learnt a lot from making scrubs). I've realised that textiles are
something I can turn to no matter what else is going on in my life and in the world.
It helps me to calm down and detach, but also to feel vibrantly connected to others.
It is a means of protest too, as well as a therapy. I am passionate about climate
action and stopped buying new clothes and textiles over a year ago now. As we
were all much more focused on using what we had to hand, I became even more
aware of working sustainably, re-using, mending, and repurposing textiles. IM

I have now found how calming stitching can be for me. I am really pleased. LR

It’s become a mindfulness practice albeit accidentally: a way to allow my brain time
to rest and to concentrate on one thing as opposed to getting constantly
distracted and upset by the larger world. MV

I know that having creative time is a necessity for me, and it has definitely helped
me cope with the uncertainty and anxiety that we've all felt to some extent during
these strange days. When I'm creating there are times when I'm so fully absorbed in
what I'm doing that I forget everything else; it's almost like meditation. AH

Textiles always help me. In times of need I will always go to my stash of vintage and
collected textiles, even if it is just to sort through, touch and fettle them. The smell
and feel of my favourite textiles will always make me feel better. I will also gather a
collection of scraps to make with, be a collage of tiny scraps or making bundles of
old sheets for eco dyeing for the basis of my art dolls. It’s the process of being with
the fabrics, threads and embellishments that has helped me and continues to help
me through these difficult times where I can't be close with people. For me it’s not
always about the end result. I love to make. CH

Patricia M Greaves

Hilary Kimber

Once I was able to create, my textile hobby has literally been a lifeline for me. Without
it, my mental health would be very bad. I'm having to be very gentle with myself; any
amount of making is ok. H

I have made a commitment to spend time in my work area each day to think my
thoughts. It feels luxurious to do this and I also feel great sadness for the sick and
dead. I don’t know if this has affected my work but it does make me only work on what I
want to do - this feels selfish and I am trying to overcome the residual childhood
shame of being called selfish. I have made a lot of masks and headbands for my
daughter who is a nurse. I am slowly working on a wardrobe for myself. MB

I have found being creative has helped me deal with the anxiety of the pandemic. R H-P

I have not been bored, lonely nor felt locked down as I have been occupied doing what I
enjoy the most. SM

Monica Dennis

Lisa Hughes

Joanne Elisabeth Pollitt-Wright

Annuska Angulo Rivero

I work for the NHS and although not clinical I have had to go to work during lockdown.
Sewing and textiles helped me deal with stress and relax. I live on my own and
boyfriend live quite a long way away. During lockdown sewing helped me stop feeling
too lonely. S

It has given me time to reassess my priorities in life. I have decided to pursue some
more formal learning in textiles. ZK

I have done far more textile pieces than any other time in my life. I have found the
stitching to be so therapeutic in having something easy to pick up and do, instead of
worrying about the pandemic. I don’t know how I would have coped without the
inspiring on line courses. MC

I am prone toward depression & that has effected my work during this time. I have
stitched in odd amounts of fits & starts. CAA

Making masks did not relax me but it did remind me of the fabric bits I hoarded
over the years. One day in June I felt very down and knew I had to do something to
try and shake myself out of this low mood. I couldn't settle to focus on my metal
work as I felt I would mess things up, nor gardening, which previously kept me
content. However I just wanted to do something gentle and creative. Sorting
through my bag of fabric remnants inspired me to get going. RC

My textile hobby allows me to feel young and alive with possibility and potential.
Thank you for doing this survey. It gives me the opportunity to reflect on my
situation as I give my answers and it is very beneficial. AMR

Throughout lockdown I have hoped that this experience brings positive outcomes
- I have had to live through online experiences for years and hope that by
introducing more creative people to ways of working and sharing digitally many
stitch and textile creatives will discover this as a new world of opportunity - this
will expand my world as well as theirs for the benefit of many more too. EC

Rena Roohipour

Jordan Cunliffe

Jenny Barnett

Victoria Belcher

I have always done textiles as a way of expressing my emotions. I have recently had a
baby after the loss of two through miscarriages, lock down gave me more time to
express my feelings of both happiness and grief. I hope to develop the pieces I have
started during lockdown further to help other women who may have experienced
similar experiences. KY

Finishing projects has been good for my mental health. Having unfinished projects
stresses me. I achieved this by doing some creative work every day and I want to keep
this up when things return to normal. I'm really looking forward to starting new
projects.
I've been thinking a lot about what I want to do with my textile work. I want to focus on
mindfulness much more, so I want to create new designs which will help people do this.
NM

Manic making has been my only salvation. NC

During the most intense part of March and April I turned to embroidering one
word each day that had captured my mind, some were happy and some sad, lots of
technical jargon, sourdough and all the clichés went in too. Something about the
act of embroidering the word solidified all the swirling fears. Hand sewing has
always been my rock at times of trouble and I’m grateful that I understand how to
use it as a tool to soothe my worried mind. I’ve never been more grateful to have a
creative outlet. DM

For the first time since I have been stitching artwork I found making simple
decisions extremely hard, it took me about four days just to choose the colours to
stitch them in as I had to be very sure I wouldn't run out of the thread I was using
as I had no way of getting any more. Both works depicted de-inflated life
preservers, I wanted to make work that reflected the sense the sense of futility I
was feeling, and fear I guess. I titled them Lifesaver i and Lifesaver ii. These two
pieces of work have definitely been the springboard for other work. KC

I have totally reconnected with my textile background and have been
incorporating textile elements into my art practice more than ever. There is
community and solace in textile hand work and I have been sharing that with
others during this time. E D-G

Just before and during lockdown, three members of my family died - Marion died
in Australia following a long illness, Nita and Steve both contracted Covid-19 and
died in hospitals in England. My father and mother were separately hospitalised in
Northern Ireland with different illnesses, but each made a full recovery. All
through the Spring of 2020, I sewed and sewed, as if life depended on it, and in
some ways it did. Hours and hours, thousands of repetitive stitches, in lines and
spirals and zigzags, marking these lives. And as I sewed, I watched the summer
blossom, felt the sun's warmth grow, and drew comfort in knowing that life moves
onwards, both relentlessly and rhythmically, recording the light and the dark. CH

Esther Jones

Sarah Hulme

I have felt that my Textiles are an anchor, something to return to. On days where I
have struggled, I have pushed myself to work even if I haven’t particularly liked
what I’ve produced, the act of working has soothed and settled me. NB

As a professional maker with community training experience I have found
redirecting my practice and talking openly about the impact of the pandemic on
my work and mental well being in various articles and interviews contributed to a
discussion that it is OK not to be OK. I have been working along communal project
looking into What We Value and Miss which will inform an exhibition and
installation planned for 2021. CH

I would say I have had more time to reflect on what is important in life and that my
work will continue to share this in the way we make them, by hand, by women, in a
resilient way. The future needs to be resilient, and this way we can re-fashion when
needed from our existing waste, of which there is a lot as well as rethink the values
we attach to our work. KM

Yes, I have struggled with creativity. Worried about the entire global situation, lost a
close friend and then black lives matter kicked into gear. The collective grief and
racial re-trauma is very real. This has affected my mental wellbeing considerably. KA.

I have put lots of time and creativity into changing my teaching. As a stress relief
activity I have used making. I spent very much time on Zoom and from that got much
bodily pain. Making have also helped me to deal with that. All together I have worked
more with my own making and design than usual, but not in the way I used to work. LH

I have found it difficult because I usually work alone from home. So having more
people in the house has disrupted my routine and I have had less time to work
creatively on new ideas. The time I have had has been used to fulfil orders and I
haven't been able to develop new material as I'd hoped. AW

I find the slow contemplative work internally calming & profound. In recently mending
a friend’s tunic I envisioned hugging her in every stitch. LZ

Sarah Meelan

Eleanor Hannan

I tried several times to get started on my own work but when I realised that that
was no longer possible I became quite depressed. I thankfully have a creativity
councillor and she was brilliant at helping me re-find my feet and point me in a
direction of working smaller and more self-contained items. DD

I think creative people have found the situation much easier to cope with than
many others, as we can keep busy and 'amuse' ourselves endlessly with various
creative pursuits. I was in fact recently interviewed by a psychologist to discuss
how artists have reacted to lockdown. RCB

I naively thought that staying home to be creative would be bliss, an opportunity
to be grabbed with open arms. The reality was however very different, where the
insecurity of not knowing how this would end completely blocked my creativity.
Knowing and understanding how my mental health was being adversely affected, I
knew I had to get stitching. RP-J

Rachel Pearcey

I think we, as humans, dislike change, but we're also more resilient than we might
have realised. Obviously I'm speaking from quite a comfortable place as I have a
husband who is also working, but as an individual, I now have another very real
experience of coming through a tricky patch and can use the tools that got me
through in future times of adversity. There is an optimism in my work which
reflects this. AP

Being able to go upstairs to my studio and 'shut the world out' has been a lifeline
at times. AW

I’ve always seen making as part of my self-care and I’ve leaned upon my textile
practice heavily these last few months. I’ve had several days when I’ve lost myself
in my natural dye process in my garden studio and completely forgotten what’s
happening out in the world. To be able to take that weight off my shoulders, even
just for a few hours, is such a blessing. JKC

Polly Mortimer

Catherine Howard

Sophie MacNeill

Slowing Down & Connecting With Nature

Working as a professional in textiles can be a busy and stressful life, with the
calmness of creative flow in the studio never happening enough. Our lives are
filled with teaching, travelling, setting up exhibitions or events, business
administration and far more desk-time than most people think. Some textile
professionals have found time to slow down during lockdown, often forced
through having lost teaching or other out-of-the-studio work. I have also found
it interesting that some makers have embraced a more sustainable practice
through lockdown - either using materials they already have and not buying
more, or through creating colour using plant dyes collected from their own area.

As the news filtered though on a day to day basis and the extent of the C19 virus
hit home, early morning walks became my therapy. I have taken snap happy
photographs since I was 13, using the images to inspire my creative practice.
Photography became a main stay at this time. The instant creative process of
photography, its bite size hits were easier for me than work that was more
mentally involved. KW

Kate Unwin. The Moon and the Furrow

Sue Baughan

Shirley Martin

Caroline

Kelly Mcrobie

Kate Youens

Jessica Gambash

The shift in focus to staying at home has enabled me to concentrate on my own
work in a way that wasn't possible before because of so much teaching. In some
ways this is the shift I was wanting to make but couldn't step off the treadmill of
workshop bookings. Not sure how or whether this will continue as things open up
again, but I'd like to maintain it if possible. AF

I am reorganising my home to improve my creative work area and organisation with
a view to working more from home in the future. GR

This is the first time in my life as a textile artist in which I have had no other
competing demands on my time. I have found this both hard and also releasing. AM

I have found time to make for pleasure, not for profit. It seems to be important to
control what I am doing in creative projects because I don’t feel in control of much
during lockdown. It has a big impact on how I spend my creative time and now it’s
over I will retain some of the approaches as they are beneficial to protecting my
creative impetus. LP

I am now concerned about coming out of lockdown and things going back to the
hectic way they were. My MA will be finished but I now need to look at how I can slow
my life down so that I'm not rushing around. LW

I am a lecturer in Textiles History and Theory. Lockdown has opened up space to allow
me to re-engage with the practice of Textiles, albeit on an amateur rather than
professional basis. AK

I've appreciated my connection to cloth and value the slow moments SO much. JOC

Sue Spence

My creative work has taken a back seat, it was harder I found with family members
constantly around and being in demand as a mother. I was also relieved to hunker
down and get on with other things having suffered a family bereavement at the
end of last year. The lockdown gave me some space, I had already decided to take
a bit of time out before the lockdown, but knew I would struggle to feel ok about
not creating new textile pieces. The way everything slowed down suited where I
was personally in my life at the time. MH

I’m suiting myself a lot more, driven by more internal desires rather than external
deadlines. I hand quilted a 17th century silk petticoat just because I thought it
would help me to understand my research of their quilting patterns more. I would
never have ‘justified’ that project before but it’s been completely revelatory and a
great focus at this time of distraction DM

I have really enjoyed walking in nature and collecting materials to then create
pieces from weathered fabrics found in the beach, fishing line and twine to stitch
with, plants for colour, making tools from found objects, stitching on location
outdoors. All good for the soul and wellness. SG

I have really enjoyed more drawing and being able to work outdoors in nature. SG

I was self-isolating from the end of February after becoming ill with a cough after
a visit to London. It has been a very strange time, especially in the beginning. I
have only worked on things that I really love as it has changed my attitude to my
work. In the first few weeks I made journals with embroidered covers and paper
pages. I intended to keep a diary but instead I will let the empty books tell their
own story. I sat by my window stitching and watching the world go by. I began to
feel like a bird in a cage. Hence my collection of embroidered birds. Each has its
own story to tell. I am planning to combine the books, the birds and the stories in
my next project this winter. AR

Pam Smyth

Sharon Everest

I chose to make each week an endangered British bird matched with an adjective
that described how I felt that week - perplexed, irritable etc. They were drawn and
stitched on 25 x 25 cm linen as characters and I sent them to friends and family for
a smile. I finished with Sociable Sparrows for the 16th week and was in the
doldrums creatively for a fortnight after. PS

I have always been influenced by the outdoors, however this has seemed more
relevant than ever during lockdown. I have tried to bring the ‘outside in’ and my
work has been concerned with the surfaces, textures and colours found in the
great outdoors. Whether that is trees or flora and fauna or coastal scapes. Using
the afore mentioned stimuli has helped me to feel ‘in touch’ and ‘grounded’ and
my work has changed as consequence. NB

The lockdown and pandemic have made me more aware of communicating my
connection with nature, so that others become more aware of the need to look
after our environment and ourselves individually and as a community. SL

I have struggled in some ways because of dealing with the wider impact of the
pandemic and home schooling. But I have also gained positively, as some of my
work has been fuelled by my intensified connection with nature and the need to
further communicate this connection with my wider audience. SL

When lockdown started I was disorientated and isolated in rural Devon. Gradually,
through experimentation; by stretching and pulling at ideas, I uncovered a new
strand of work knotting nets to catch fish, reminded of woven bamboo traps I’d
seen in the Pitt Rivers museum, Oxford. Entwining rusty wire into hand held
‘containers’ for porcelain pipefish, soon grew into huggable sizes to contain larger
objects. But are these traps or cocoons for fish? and were we protected during
lockdown or trapped? AB

"I am lucky enough to live in rural Fife, Scotland and during Lockdown I walked and
ran along the paths that radiate out from my village. Repeatedly travelling along
the same routes week after week through spring and summer I began to notice
the changes in the colour and patterns of the landscape. My weave designs are
often inspired by wild landscapes in Scotland and Cumbria, but this was
happening right on my doorstep. JC

Slowed down, getting back to the joy of the making process and have confirmed
that I want to focus for a while on 'local' for making and research. JBK

Alison Brown

Lily Zane

Making with Meaning
Some makers have concentrated on making work reflecting or responding to the
crisis. These works cover words and feelings to isolation and to the politics of
the time, marking the time through stitch diaries or other interventions, or
creating pieces which are very specific to our practical situation of Zoom calls
and online connections. Many of the collective projects that textile artists led
during this time have been focused on responding and processing the crisis
through creative means. Others report that the enforced alone-time has
brought up lots of personal issues and the drive to express their own thoughts
through making more than they previously did. For some it was a time for
working on intensely personal and significant projects which they had perhaps
ignored before.

One of the first things I worked on at the start of our lockdown was a small art
quilt as an expression of the phrase 'safe at home'. It allowed me to express,
creatively, the enforced restrictions and stresses of being confined to our homes
during that time. My current project is now a follow on from that and is an
interpretation of the mandatory mask wearing and physical distancing
restrictions. Being able to interpret and express in textiles and fabric, what is
happening around me makes it easier to process and handle. It gives an outlet for
any stress and emotions that are triggered by the bizarre circumstances of the
Covid-19 epidemic. CVE

Candice van Eck

I created a Covid chronicle embroidery
project, using words that affected me or
resonated from events through the pandemic
phase March-August. BH

I made a blanket to mark the lockdown, as a
material document of these days. It was a
significant thing for me to do, like a work
of art. AAR

I think that my work is both lighter and deeper
--lighter in the materials I am using and how I
am using them; deeper in the ideas and
emotions that both ground my work and that I
express through my work. SAH

Focus on knitting impossible so turned to
needlepoint started by my late
Mother in 1990s. CL

Making things keeps me sane - I am not ready
to go out and about in the same way that I
used to, so it is good to have an absorbing and
creative pastime as an antidote to the
depressing state of the world. S

Barbara Harper

Two of the projects I completed were very personal, and time consuming projects.
Both quilts that I was hand stitching. One had been commenced 30 years
previously by my grandmother, and lockdown provided the time to address the
blocks that had kept me from finishing it. One of these blocks was the disconnect
between how 15 year old me imagined her future life to be when she would be
finishing the quilt, and the reality of my present. Finishing it was like accepting
this is how that 15 year old's story ends. There was also an element of having a
tendency to be scared of big projects, and procrastinate around them. Lockdown
gave me the time, space and (ironically) security to safely face these aspects of
my nature, clearing a way for me to proceed. RL

Jacqueline K Calladine

Wendy Ward

I spent a holiday the last week of August in the North Pennines and we passed
through Barnard Castle on the way. I was, like many so angry about Dominic
Cummings hypocrisy, I decided to stitch a blue plaque to him and photograph it.
All my work is political but this was more overt, as someone who has used stitch as
their means of communication for forty years, its outsider art status rang a bell
and was why I loved it, so it’s interesting and strange to see the huge increase in
its popularity right now. LS

Lynn Setterington

Janet Cook

I had time to take on projects I'd previously thought beyond my capability. I wanted
to make work that had a story. That was significant. Maybe to leave something
behind, if I left. The creative making, mattered. KF

My work during lockdown has reflected the pandemic so in that respect it has been
different. I embroider, mainly using words. Just before lockdown I bought 2
handkerchiefs in a charity shop. Some how it seemed appropriate to use those. I
have completed Covid-19 a handkerchief Part 1. Am currently working on Part 2. RE

I have felt the need to create things that mark this particular moment in time - so
that people in the future might look back at them as mementos of that time. I've
been more drawn to smaller scale pieces ( for me) and the reuse of materials. LH

The confinement inherent in tiny work (embroidery) complimented the situation PV

I have worked on recording my experiences during lockdown. Putting aside other
ongoing textile work. LA

Since the pandemic my work has become more political. I feel I must now use my
voice to raise concerns that touch me as a woman in my community. LZ

Jane Pearlmutter

I have included some labels under linings to say that the item was conserved
during the Covid-19 pandemic of 2020. Something for someone to find in the
future. JH

I made my first piece of work relating to Zoom meetings and Zoom choir rehearsals. Instead
I've immersed myself in my own work - a Covid response series, further development of a long
term project with research. Jane McKeating (photos below by Jack Armour)

Caro Ramsay

Ruth Weatherill

Sewn Antidote. Lara Hailey

Collective Making

Collaborative projects and groups coming together online is the most significant
change to textile making practice for both hobby makers and professionals.
Many existing groups have switched to meeting online or sharing their making
through WhatsApp and other new groups have developed and formed, led by
makers wanting connection with others.

Collective making projects are also significant including a huge national drive for
stitchers to make scrubs and other PPE items for the NHS. From the hobby
survey 30% made some PPE and 18% took part in other collective projects.

Whatever people made, many people talked about the mental health benefits of
being part of a group, feeling part of something bigger, having connection to
others through their textile making. It helped some with anxiety, some with
reducing isolation and some with learning new skills or creative confidence.
Others found that online groups dwindled or did not provide the social or
creative stimulus they got from in-person groups.

Taking part in the booming market for online courses provided by textile artists
and free challenges like those run by textileartist.org has helped textile makers
focus, learn new things and experiment, giving structure to their time and
allowing creative interaction with people all over the world.

Many people took part in online or group activities in one way or another, from
online courses and workshops to artist-led challenges and collaborative making
projects around creative self-expression. Plenty of people took online courses
and worked alone on these while others used Facebook groups and other existing
networks to be part of a creative community such as the Hope & Elvis Zoom
stitching club.

Existing textile groups from Embroiderers Guild to small social knitting clubs
have been able to continue online in some form, either just socially or with
shared projects and inspiration sessions to keep the creative energy going. For
many, these groups continuing to meet online has been a lifeline of connection
and support.

The value and power of creative connection, interaction and creating within a
community is just as important to professional makers as it is to the hobby
makers. Being able to bring textile-loving people together online and hold that
space for people to share and communicate has been very powerful for many
professional artists and workshop leaders. Some makers have engaged with
communities of other textile artists and found the solidarity has helped them
through personal and professional challenges.

The accompanying audio programme (podcast) explores collective making
projects in more detail with interviews from artists who led creative projects or
groups during lockdown.

There have been hundreds of collective textile projects created throughout
lockdown, just as there were hundreds if not thousands happening in person,
before the pandemic. This is a very small taster of some of the collective
projects that have been created that have been shared with me during this
research.

I'm a member of a Ripponden Stitching Group, led by quilter and teacher Gillian Travis,
which has grown to 20 members and developed through weekly Zoom sessions
throughout lockdown. Gillian has been proactive and skilled in adapting her teaching to
the demands of Zoom and, alongside our quilting, we are all so aware of the support and
love that has sustained us all, with members from across the UK, Australia and Poland.
Some of us had met on courses but the majority hadn't. Quilting has been the joint
purpose but we have transformed into a very strong support network, with the help of a
lively WhatsApp group. MW

We made a banner that responded to Covid19 Downing Street briefings between
March and July 2020. We are a group of friends who are interested in responding
to political issues through textiles. We have a range of skills in this area, from
professional stitchers to absolute novices. The banner is made on a bedsheet and
it was important for the project that all the materials were readily available as
initially unessential shops were closed. Some of our group were shielding so did
not want to ask volunteer shoppers for frivolous items. We were separated by
lockdown and we found this to be a creative way of connecting during a period of
isolation and uncertainty. We have been sewing/printing/embroidering and
collaging 6” squares with frequently used phrases from the briefings. This
generated a lot of discussion about the way language was used in the briefings,
we often discussed the lack of clarity of the messaging and the denial of the
reality of the governments actions.
GL + EB, JB, TC, SD, SD, GH, RL, SM, MM, FP, NS and LS

Doing Time was our fun name for the project as we had
been locked down. We communicated through our
Suffolk West branch of the Embroiderers' Guild
WhatsApp group and stitched the stitch of the day
frantically for 15 minutes only every morning. A small
amount of additional finishing off was done after the
project finished. Each day one of the group members
would name a stitch and a colour and who was to
nominate on the following day. We posted photos of our
work on the WhatsApp after doing the days stitching. It
definitely relieved the loneliness of lockdown and gave
many of our members a reason to get up in the morning.
SM

Jean Wright

Verity Franklin

Usually I work a lot with other people. To spend more time alone have changed my
way of working a bit. I have worked with bigger objects in my studio, more hand
sewing and analog work. Much less discussion about work, but more reflection. LH

Definitely lacked motivation. I have avoided areas of updating website/online
selling as I struggle with these even in the best of times, so with no contact with
friends that could help and encourage I haven't moved forward. L

I have also been working (online) with different people; usually a large proportion
of my work is with vulnerable groups such as adults with disabilities, mental health
issues etc. HW

I have been helping to keep my Embroiderers Guild branch members entertained
and stimulated during lockdown. Using WhatsApp we had a daily stitch and colour
and stitched for 15 minutes per day. We have produced between us quite a body
of work. SM

I'm a member of Montgomeryshire Guild of Weavers, Spinners & Dyers. As our
meetings moved online we've worked to develop resources to have online
workshops. People have tried far more things than we had scheduled from our
normal meeting. KW

Rosie Eley

Annie Salmon

Creativity in Captivity Spring 2020
I am part of a group of 65 people from all corners of the UK and beyond, who have
participated in producing a quilt to express their feelings and experiences of the
lockdown. Some are experienced quilters and artists, others have never sewn
before. The inspiration came from the Changi Quilt where female POW in the
Japanese Camp in Singapore, sewed 'something of themselves' into their squares
of rice sacking fabric, and stitched it into a whole. The Quilt is now going on tour
to raise money for Refuge, in support of those who suffered during lockdown. RB

Work-wise, embracing online delivery was essential to keep supporting our students
and their well-being. It has been good for our well-being also. Keeping connected and
providing opportunities to gather albeit virtually and share our projects. GF

Like many people, during lockdown I've spent a lot more time online. This has enabled
me to engage with craft communities which have never really been part of my making
experience. I find observing the work of others incredibly inspiring: sometimes just
straightforward appreciation of skill and aesthetics, but sometimes it serves as a
prompt for ideas I want to explore and develop in my own work. AK

I have enjoyed the support and friendship that has developed more in the various
Facebook groups I am connected with and the challenges we have set each other. SS

I have created a few projects during lockdown that involve remote tutorials and
activities with playful elements to keep people amused at home. These are all new
ways of working for me that have opened up my thinking about how I could continue
to work after lockdown and has led to a research project based around the subject of
engaging people in creative activity at home - regardless of a lockdown situation. LM

I found making 'positive' projects for example rainbows to display in my window for
the NHS a really mindful activity to do, it helped lift my spirits and gave me
something to do and think about that wasn't my usual focus. LH

Working as a tutor in lockdown has felt isolating - working from my home studio and
not being in a busy bustling workplace. I am usually very hands on, and although I am
grateful for being able to continue teaching over Zoom. I feel disconnected somehow
from people and it's this that I have missed. I think an element of connectivity has
been lost over digital communication. LH

I am motivated by the exchange with others so losing real connection with people
initially left me bereft. CH

‘Wouldn’t it be a good idea to make a memory quilt of our time making scrubs and
bags during lockdown,’ pinged a message across the internet to the Long Eaton
Scrubbers, a group of over 40 women and girls who had yet to meet each other.
Angela Manson had started the Long Eaton - Scrubbing for the NHS group at the
start of lockdown. Memories of their scrub journey showed through each carefully
produced square. Not featured were the aching backs, numerous broken needles
and long, long shifts of sewing often late into the night after the children had
gone to bed. Instead, they described how they watched nesting birds, were
supported by their family and dogs or how they went from sewing wedding
dresses to scrubs overnight, as their businesses were put on hold. Each square is a
chapter in a unique story. CA for Long Eaton Scrubbers

I completed the textileartist.org free challenges. It encouraged me to create on a
weekly basis. It was wonderful to see other people's work in the closed Facebook
Group and also get feedback on my own work. RHP

The most helpful thing was moving my monthly craft day with 2 friends onto
FaceTime and upping it to twice a week. Kept all of us sane. I don’t think I’d of
picked up a needle at all if it weren’t for this commitment week in, week out.
We’re still meeting online every week and have even managed a couple of garden
meetings. SM

The community and their generous sharing of time and experience was and still is
amazing. The remote and online options to collaborate, learn and admire
everyone's work is something I hope will continue… AB

It has been very rewarding to explore textile art rather than my usual sewing &
knitting projects. The outcome is uncertain and surprising (usually in a good way)
which is very unlike the reward of a beautifully executed knitting project for
example. As it is in a group (TextileArtist stitch club) I also get a lot of feedback
and comments and therefore lots of learning and inspiration. YSP

I usually have several projects on the go, I knit, I sew, I crochet but since the start
of lockdown I have found it difficult to concentrate on more complex projects. I've
missed going to craft club each week and although we have a WhatsApp group it’s
not the same. LE

After a traumatic Covid shielding and lockdown, I came across
#augustcollageaday2020. Although I always get behind I decided I had stuff to say
that I could express through textiles and stitch. I am only on day 4 out of 31 but I
have already discovered red thread can represent blood, numbers can symbolise
Covid stats and a button stands for me. I have also realised that I can’t get too
dark on social media because it seems to alienate people. I am finding the
collages cathartic and rewarding. RE

I have experienced for myself and seen in others, the countless benefits and
pleasures of textile making during lockdown. I've received much positive feedback
from participants of projects ‘A Necklace of Stars’ and ‘Here Comes the Sun.” For
some people creativity was an everyday part of their lives, but the Covid lockdown
fogged minds, making the simplest of tasks complex. Our projects gave people a
sense of purpose for their artwork, they fostered a sense of community- although
people worked alone, they become part of something bigger. For many these
projects where the starting point for their own, individual artworks. Other people
lacked in confidence, this was the first time they had done any embroidery for up to
50 or 60 years, some had challenges such as arthritis, vision impairments or mental
health issues- but they all reported a great sense of satisfaction and pleasure in
making something. Lois Blackburn

The aim of Stitching Solidarity was to form a temporary and creative community
during August 2020. To create a space for each other and ourselves and to
explore solidarity as a form of consistently showing up and sitting with strangers;
counteracting the social, physical, and geographic isolations of living in the
coronavirus era. I have struggled with COVID-19-induced isolation. As someone
who caught COVID in early March 2020 and who took 4.5 months to recover it has
been tough. The wish to connect with others was one need this project met for
me. My experience of time during the era of coronavirus has moved imperceptibly
slowly and exponentially fast in response to political issues and politicised events.
A key benefit has been the permission I gave myself to slow down and spend time
identifying the privilege I hold and could offer to support and amplify the Black
Lives Matter movement: as an individual, as a university associate lecturer, and as
an academic researcher. AB

I was part of the Bradford #covid19stitchjournal project, invited by Claire
Wellesley Smith. It was open to those living in the Bradford postcode area. There
were approx 30 participants. Divided into 2 Zoom groups. We "met" on Mondays
initially, then had a break with a final meeting where we shared out contributions.
Claire emailed regularly & we kept her updated via email & the Zoom meetings. I
felt privileged & proud to be part of the project. SG

I have begun to explore Textile Art for the first time via the TextileArtist.org stitch
club. Three artists per month set a challenge. It has been a life saver! YSP

When lockdown began, I immediately put all my projects on hold because
everything changed and needed re-thinking. Then the calls for collaborative
projects started appearing, and it seemed paramount to work collectively and
collaboratively while we were all so separate. So I submitted patches to
quarantine quilts (virtual and actual), and made scrubs, laundry bags and masks.
IM

The collective project with Royal School of Needlework, University for the Creative Arts
and Creators Assemble aimed to connect the community through a making project
which celebrated the amazing work of the NHS. RSN BA (Hons) Hand Embroidery
student, Lucy Martin worked to devise an image which was accessible and easy to
personalise and interpret by anyone who participated. The heart and logo image could
be reworked by anyone, using any fabrics and threads and allowed for individual
expression by the maker.
The image could then be displayed in the embroidery hoop that it had been worked in
and displayed in the window, thus reaching out to more people within the community.
The heart and logo was a clear and visible statement which did not rely on other
language to explain. It aligned with the growing trend for displaying the rainbow in the
window too. The project enabled the staff and students of the RSN to connect with a
wider global audience during lockdown. We were able to connect virtually even though
our students were now based all over the world. Our alumni and staff also created works
– so there was a sense of maintaining a connection with people we knew but also
establishing new connections through the project.

Textile art workshops were cancelled and embroidery groups put on hold. So here
at TextileArtist.org we felt compelled to do our part to help nurture a sense of
connection and creativity for stitchers during a very challenging and
disorientating time. The TextileArtist.org Community Stitch Challenge was born!
We commissioned some amazing textile artists, including Cas Holmes, Emily Jo
Gibbs, Richard McVetis and Emily Tull to create a series of mini-workshops and
stitch challenges which were 100% free to take part in. We had over 20,000 people
from around the world take part in the 7 weeks of free challenges and posting
their results on our Facebook group. We have had amazing stories from our
members of families coming together to do the challenges and finding a real
sense of joy and togetherness through art which made us feel like we were
contributing in a very positive way to people's lives. We also wanted members new
and old to feel a strong sense of community and feel that they aren't alone in a
world that felt very isolated during the start of lockdown. Finally we wanted to
offer something that would be therapeutic and offer an escape to the worries of
Covid-19. We had had such a variety of people join the challenges from key
workers, looking for something to 'switch off' with after a difficult day on the front
line, nurses and doctors, wanting to keep their spirits up in some really dark times,
people in isolation, wanting to feel a sense of joy and togetherness, and young
people, looking to start exploring textiles with their grandparents and parents. It's
been an incredible process for us and makes us feel like we have succeeded in
uniting a huge community of amazing stitchers who might have otherwise felt
incredibly alone through such a difficult and traumatic time. Textileartist.org

Projects discussed in the accompanying podcast are
Lockdown Banner Project by The Curator Educator and Community Courtyard
Bradford Covid-19 Stitch Journal Project by Claire Wellesley-Smith
Upbeat Communities Coffee Morning
What We Value What We Miss by Cas Holmes
Same Sea Different Boat by Sue Brown with Hope & Elvis and Littleheath Barn
Studios
Sewn Antidote & Making In Isolation Together by Lara Hailey
Hope & Elvis Zoom Club
Ekta Kaul

Lara Hailey
In Isolation Together

Claire Wellesley Smith

PPE Making

At the start of the pandemic, most of us didn’t really know much about PPE or
scrubs. The national drive to make scrubs and other items of PPE for the NHS,
care homes and other healthcare settings has been incredible. Individual makers
both hobby and professional have become experts in creating scrubs, laundry
bags, headbands for masks and masks themselves. Small fashion companies have
turned their production towards PPE and fabric suppliers have sourced and
donated cloth to the masses of makers busy producing these essential items.
For the hobby makers in this research project, making PPE has been a positive
experience. Getting involved in a collective action has been very powerful and
inspiring for many and it has given purpose and focus to lots of us. Making
scrubs is not easy and it has really highlighted the skills of amateur makers
across the UK who have turned old duvet covers and pillowcases into useable and
vital products. Sewing groups up and down the country have turned their work
towards PPE and new groups specifically for making scrubs and other PPE have
sprung up to support makers in their local area with bulk fabric sourcing, having
pattern pieces cut by fashion businesses and distribution and collections by
volunteers. Many of us stitchers have made masks for our own families, to
donate to food banks and community projects or have offered masks and
patterns for sale to generate additional income.

AC

Catherina Petit - van Hoey

The Big Community Sew project, led by Patrick Grant, harnessed home
stitchers to make and donate masks to their communities during May as the
advice changed to mask-wearing being essential in many settings.

“We’ve launched The Big Community Sew to help ensure that every person in
every community in Britain has the face covering they need.
There are around six million sewing machines in homes across the UK and if every
one of those machines can be used to make just a dozen face coverings that
would be enough for every person in the UK.
Sewing is an intensely practical act of kindness and we want this campaign to
build on the community efforts established during the pandemic. Check on your
neighbours to see if they need face coverings, just as we asked if they needed
help with shopping when we first went into lockdown.
Find out who in your community needs face coverings, and get making. And if
you’ve not sewn in a while, we’re providing how-to videos, patterns and guides to
help.”

Scrubs made by Kate
During lockdown I made laundry
bags for scrubs to donate to NHS
staff and face masks for family
and friends. I felt it was
important to "do my bit" and very
much wanted to do something
positive at such a negative time.
My husband works for the NHS so
I am aware how stressful
coronavirus has made their
working lives. I used fabric,
thread and cord I already had and
purchase more as needed. I
became part of a Facebook group
for people in the East Lancs area
who all sewed to help out. J

I have been making scrubs as I felt it was a useful way to help in a small way but was also
good to feel part of a community as so was feeling isolated. I live in a rural location so don’t
have any close neighbours. I also teach art and textiles so was missing the interaction with
my students. DD

I had such plans for patchwork projects during lockdown, but my niece works at RPH &
needed more scrubs. Online begging produced more old sheets & duvet covers than I could
sew, so I recruited friends & neighbours to help. In all we made about 100 scrubs. Once they
had enough I have turned my hand to masks, slowly improving the pattern to end up with
some that have 3 layers and space for a tissue filter. Friends neighbours etc all are now
supplied along with many local teachers. PF

I couldn’t focus so when the opportunity to make scrubs bags happened it gave me the
chance to stay busy and feel useful when others were working silly hours. That gave me the
momentum to finish quite a few things from the looming unfinished pile. Lastly I tackled
face masks, tweaking the design from a YouTube video until I had a design I was proud of. I
lost the whole of July to making orders, although I didn’t make much money as part of it
went to charity and the rest went on fabric! SM

I joined the scrubs project as I have professional experience and taught textiles. I put my
own work to one side for 5 months. LH

My sewing time has been used almost exclusively to make masks for students living on
campus at the university where I teach as well as for friends and family members who don't
sew. BAW

Made the NHS laundry bags for an Oxfordshire group and some masks for family/friends. JK

I first made masks. I needed to keep my family safe and I was unable to buy any. I used the
materials etc that I already had at home. At first the making was not relaxing, as it had to be
done correctly for safety reasons. I researched about the best materials to use and watched
several videos on the best style and fit.
It took me several hours just to make one. RC

Made gowns and scrubs for Harrogate scrubbers but found it
difficult to harness my "creative" mojo it seemed frivolous and self-indulgent to be embroidering in such times. C
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Gawthorpe Textiles Collection

The Rachel Kay-Shuttleworth Textile Collections is registered charity 1182054
and an Accredited Museum operating as Gawthorpe Textiles Collection (GTC)
from Gawthorpe Hall in Padiham, Lancashire.
The Collection was founded by expert lace maker and embroiderer, the
Honourable Rachel Beatrice Kay-Shuttleworth MBE (1886-1967). Rachel was
influenced by the Arts and Crafts Movement which encouraged the revival of
traditional craft skills in contrast to mass production at the turn of the 20th
century.

Rachel was a remarkable woman, a philanthropist who devoted her life to
actively improving the social welfare of the communities on her doorstep. She
recognised the wellbeing benefits of creativity and saw the erosion of those
valuable skills in industrial Burnley.

Rachel’s vision from an early age was to create a "craft house", a place of
learning where traditional craft skills were kept alive. This fuelled a lifelong
passion for collecting textiles from around the world to become her learning
resources. The collection was accumulated not through wealth, but through
Rachel’s own travels, her family and social connections. Rachel became a
recognised authority in textile crafts - passing on her knowledge and wisdom to
as many people as she could through teaching and lecturing throughout her
life.

Standing at over 30,000 items, today our Collection is a truly remarkable
learning resource. It is one of the most diverse, interesting and encyclopaedic
textile collections in the UK and is known to specialists worldwide. It is
representative of historic textile techniques from across Europe, Asia, Africa
and the Americas; ranging from plain work and everyday items, to highly
proficient decorative and ceremonial pieces.

The vision of creating a craft house focused on this stunning Collection
continues to lie at the centre of the organisation. The Collection continues to
be used actively today for the promotion of learning and wellbeing. GTC
delivers a broad range of public activities including adult and family workshops,
research and study visits for students, academics, artists, makers and special
interest groups, artist commissions and collaborations, talks, tours and
exhibitions.

With such an extensive collection we are now turning our attention to how we
can digitally enrich the resource that we have. By collecting social
commentaries which add context to the collection, we not only capture makers
own voices, but we create opportunities for access to and engagement with a
global audience. Through these mechanisms we will generate new narratives,
spark debate and promote learning on a much broader scale.
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